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As you read these words, Kerry will already be about to give 

birth to her daughter Eisla. The Logimonde family will be 

adding another new member!

Our chief editor, Kerry Sharpe, will therefore be on maternity 

leave for the following year. Despite only joining our team 

last September, she has integrated herself very quickly, just as 

if she was always a part of our family. Based in Toronto, she 

brilliantly manages the editorial content for PAX magazine 

(English), PAXnews.com and PAXnewsWest.com.

Her fifteen years of experience within the industry give 

her a unique voice. She started her career as a journalist 

for a travel industry publication, before joining the ranks 

of Thomas Cook (now TravelBrands). Here, she occupied 

various roles in corporate communication and, most 

recently, she acted as director of communications 

for itravel2000.

Kerry’s passion for journalism is tattooed across her heart! 

Her motivation? Creating original, relevant content that’s 

at the same time informative and entertaining. 

And one more!
The Toronto office is always evolving! Since the beginning 

of the year, another talent joined our great team.  

We introduce Fergal McAlinden, who left his native Ireland 

in 2014 to move to Canada.

A graduate of the University of Oxford and Queen’s 

University Belfast - Fergal, a full-time journalist - will 

represent PAX at events in Toronto… and anywhere  

in the world! His alertness, sense of initiative and natural 

talent will allow us to offer exceptional coverage of  

news and events in the industry. 

Marie-Klaude Gagnon
Publisher
marie@logimonde.com

Blake Wolfe, Associate Editor; Kerry Sharpe, Editor-in-Chief; Marie-Klaude Gagnon, 
Publisher; Karine Lefebvre, Vice President - Media and  Fergal McAlinden, Journalists. 
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What is your
      tipping point?
When travel advisors switch to Vision 
Travel they are usually looking for 
something more...

And they always find more than they 
were looking for!

Whether you’re looking for higher 
commissions, stronger supplier relations, 
marketing, technology, accounting support 
and ticketing or the freedom to do it your way, 
Vision has it all – with lots of encouragement 
as well!

Call me at 1-866-308-0183 and let’s start 
the conversation.

Lynda Sinclair, Vice-President, Leisure Travel

visiontravel.ca/discover

Vancouver  ・  Calgary  ・  Toronto  ・  Ottawa  ・  Montreal
Victoria  ・  Edmonton  ・  St. Catharines  ・  Ancaster  ・  Georgetown

When I mention that I 
now work with Vision 

to a supplier, the 
conversation goes to 

a di�erent level.

Why in the world did 
I wait this long?

“

          ”- Maureen Johnson
      St. Albert, Alberta

Seeing Travel Your Way



Vacation  
is calling

ROATAN: A TREASURE TROVE OF EXPERIENCES
Welcome to Roatan, a distinctly Caribbean island full of pristine beaches, including West Bay Beach, ranked 
among the world’s Top 25 by TripAdvisor. Once a refuge for pirates, Roatan now attracts treasure hunters 
seeking unique adventures under the sea, in a barrier reef teeming with marine life and shipwrecks.
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Contact us 
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setting the stakes
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or Lisa Israelovitch, co-founder and CEO 

of B2B2C itinerary platform Umapped, the 

hardest part about getting agents on board 

with a new technology isn’t teaching them 

how to use it… it’s convincing them to give  

it a chance.

“Change is hard for people, and we’re working  

in an industry that’s used to doing certain things in 

one way for many years,” the self-professed techie 

tells me from our poolside hideaway at the 2016 

Ensemble Travel Conference in San Diego where 

Umapped had set up shop at the Sabre booth. 

“My pitch is: ‘spend a little bit of time to save 

a huge amount of time, and see the results  

for yourself.’”

Converting travel agents from copy-

paste and PDF-based client trip 

itineraries to Umapped’s interactive 

Trip Publisher and API mobile 

technology platforms has been 

the driving force for the Toronto-

based company since its launch in 

2013. Now four years in and a touted 

favourite of successful travel experts 

such as Wendy Davis, Stephanie 

Anevich and Carl Henderson,  

the brand works with more than  

20 Canadian travel companies, and 

has partners across 11 countries.  

It’s also available in five languages, 

and according to Israelovitch, has 

grown by nearly 200 per cent over 

the last year alone. 

On the backend, Umapped’s white label 

platform is a cutting-edge aggregation of 

bookings and content from multiple systems and 

suppliers, enabling consultants to streamline their 

workflow for managing proposals and itineraries 

(and reportedly increase productivity by up to  

10 times), communicate with their clients via instant 

messaging, and even sell travel experiences  

in real-time while their client is in-destination. 

As far as the users are concerned, however, 

the platform is an easy-to-use tool that allows 

agents to serve their clients better while potentially 

earning more, while also enabling consumers  

to participate in a personalized, collaborative 

travel experience from anywhere in the world.

The technology is leaps and bounds from some 

of the manual itinerary-building methods most 

Canadian agents will have originally cut their 

teeth on, and Umapped co-founders Israelovitch 

and CTO Thierry Wong kept that fact top-of-mind 

when developing the original framework. 

The result? An efficient, interactive and visually 

appealing solution that’s operable by everyone.

“We’re not out to change people’s booking 

flow,” Israelovitch explains. “They can keep 

using whatever booking systems, CRM, suppliers  

and GDS – be it Sabre, Amadeus or Travelport – 

they’re used to working with. Our job is to make 

sure that all of these bookings and content  

are available in one place.”

The Umapped Trip Publisher features content and 

integrations from its consortia partners (which 

include Ensemble Travel Group, Virtuoso and 

Travel Leaders Network), along with content 

databases from companies like Northstar Travel 

Group. Changes made within booking systems 

that have live integrations are automatically 

reflected in the itineraries without having  

to do a single thing – a feature that Israelovitch 

says is the key to its overwhelming success. 

“We learned very quickly that even though 

everybody wants mobile, you can’t effectively 

introduce a new technology if it’s going to create 

one extra step,” she shares. “You have to take 

things away from [a consultant’s] day if they’re 

going to embrace it.”

Impressively, Israelovitch adds that a majority  

of new agents who try Trip Publisher sign up within 

a month, which is why  the company always offers  
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a 30-day free trial for preferred partners (14 days for 

non-preferred partners), and provides dedicated 

hand-holding throughout the education process. 

“That’s where we as a company focus – making 

sure that initial experience is seamless for them,” 

she explains, pointing out that the platform’s user 

base is not focused on any one demographic; 

indeed, several users are well into their 70s.  

“This technology is not designed for people who 

are tech-savvy. But you do need to be willing.”

Travel consultants have more reason than 

ever to stay ahead of the curve. As consumer-

facing digital tools continue their rapid evolution  

in the travel world, agents are competing with 

household online brands – such as the itinerary-

builder Google Trip – more than ever before. 

Of course, it’s no secret that consumers who 

use travel consultants are also becoming more 

tech-savvy, which Israelovitch says has led  

to crucial changes in the way agents and travellers 

communicate.

“We know there’s loyalty between agents and 

their clients,” she says, “and that’s great, but 

as consumers continue to see more and more 

improvements in terms of what they can get 

when they book online, they have that same 

expectation – or higher – for somebody who’s 

supposed to be servicing them.”

It was similarly high expectations that motivated 

Umapped’s creators to go beyond standard 

itinerary technology and produce a platform 

equipped with professional and consumer 

collaboration for users, content databases 

with companies like Northstar, and real-time 

communication.

“I think we’re probably the only company in the 

world who’s focused on itinerary management  

in a very social and collaborative way,” Israelovitch 

says of the developments, which are not only 

designed to enhance a travel consultant’s   
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day-to-day, but also to allow 

sustainable growth within their careers 

and professional relationships. 

Umapped’s organic engagement 

features allow for increased revenue 

opportunities as well; agents are 

able to use instant messaging to 

make additional tour and activity 

suggestions to clients while they are 

mid-trip, then update the itinerary 

instantly on both ends. What’s 

more, clients can request additional 

excursions themselves, or contribute their own 

ideas and recommendations without ever 

leaving the program.

With a supplier partner list that includes Classic 

Vacations, Globus, Big Five Tours and Travel2, 

in addition to a growing roster of companies 

clambering to bring the latest tech to their 

members, Umapped has certainly found  

a foothold in a profession infamously adverse 

(and inescapably bound) to consumer 

independence brought about by digital 

innovations. 

But rather than putting customization in the 

hands of travellers, the tool is introducing 

new ways for consultants to improve their 

services without feeling as though they’re 

compromising on the fundamentals of their 

trade – a long-awaited revolution for an industry 

that went from handwriting plane tickets  

to foregoing airline commissions in a span of a 

few decades.

“Agents need to understand that this is something 

they need [in order] to be competitive in today’s 

environment,” Israelovitch states, adding that in 

two years, she believes this technology will be a 

standard for most consultants and brands, and 

that the time has come to bring the Canadian 

travel industry up to speed.

“Mobile technology is no longer a choice.”

The Umapped team at the company’s Toronto office.
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Book by April 9, 2017
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1 night pre hotel

Specialty Dining Package

Pre-paid gratuities

$50 per port Shore Excursion Credit

Applicable on any Pride of America sailing  
that is made more than 30 days prior to departure.

Webinars
Check out the Resource tab in Access, and 
select Webinars
We’re happy to provide you with the information 
you’ll need to sell our brands with confidence. Click 
on the On-Demand tab to view recorded sessions.

Join us on Facebook  
Search for “Your 
TravelBrands BDM”  
on Facebook

Loyalty Rewards

Book. Collect Points  
Reward Yourself Today!

1-844-5-tBrAND
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NORWEGIAN'S  
FREE AT SEA
HAwAii 
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up to $2,000 VALue  
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Frédéric Gonzalo

technology

Conference speaker & consultant 
specializing in e-tourism

he good old email—whether it be courtesy email, SMS message or regular 

newsletter—is still one of the most effective tools to use in your overall digital 

marketing strategy. 

Many travel agencies, tour operators, airlines and hotels regularly send newsletters 

to their customers and prospects (once a week, once a month, per season  

or based on their specific context and resources dedicated to the project).  

But are newsletters really as effective as everyone makes them out to be? 

Here are five tips to help you get the best delivery, open and click-through 

rates—all important aspects that inevitably impact the success of your marketing 

campaigns.  

There are a multitude of different tools that can help you to send mass emails 

and newsletters. Some are free, but most require that you pay a fee based  

on volume (number of email addresses) and frequency. What’s important  

is that you avoid sending your newsletters manually using an Excel file or in-house 

system. Why? Because the minute you send an email to more than 100 addresses 

at one time, you run the risk of being considered as spamming people by 

Google, Yahoo and Bing. What’s more: you’ll be blacklisted for any future 

emails or newsletters—including regular correspondence with your clients!

Here is a partial list of tools to consider:

• CakeMail

• Campaign Monitor

• Courrielleur

• Cyber Impact

• MailChimp

• Sengrid
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Another important benefit from using third-party applications is that the templates they offer 

are optimized for mobile devices. Did you know that nearly 60 per cent of newsletters and 

64 per cent of emails are read on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets)?

By using a template that has a responsive design, you ensure that your information  

can be read on even the smallest devices, which is the required minimum. Furthermore, 

“thinking mobile” means optimizing your texts and ensuring that call-to-action  

buttons, promotions and exclusive offers are highlighted and don’t get lost in a 

small screen. 

Suggestion: Always preview your newsletter on mobile devices BEFORE sending  

it out to ensure that your message effectively gets across.  

A recent study showed that 70 per cent of people share content (articles, videos, links, etc.)  

on social media…without ever having viewed the content themselves! In other words, 

people often share content based on the title alone! That being said, there are a few 

guidelines you should respect for a good title

• Ideal title length: 50 characters or less

• Ideal title length on a mobile device: 20 characters or less 

• Precise titles: It’s better to say “Promotion – 40% off with Club Med” than “September 

newsletter.”  

• Use action verbs: Get…receive…don’t miss out…discover our new brochure… 

For both social media and newsletter titles, 

avoid being overly splashy, creating “false 

advertisements,” or using a title that gets people 

to click (known as click-bait). An example? 

“The worst travel stories – you won’t believe 

#4.” Instead, write a precise title that incites 

people to read your newsletter. For example: 

“Discover our top 10 list of the best hotels 

in the Caribbean.”

 
On average, people spend eight seconds on each email. Avoid unnecessary words  

and verbiage. Provide only the most important information from the get-go. Research 

also shows that using a high-quality picture will capture the attention of time-pressed 

readers and generate better click-through rates—especially when using a visual  

that redirects readers to a video.

The more you use high-quality images that convey your message, the more likely  

you’ll convince readers to learn more about your company, products or promotions. 

Note also that images with people perform better. You don’t have access to nice 

Source: Content Marketing Institute
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images that represent the message you are trying to get across? 

There are several websites that offer royalty-free images or images 

for a small price. Here are some examples:

• Can Stock Photos

• Canva

• Little Visuals

• New Old Stock

• Stocksy

• Unsplash

Some email programs block images by default. Always suggest to 

your readers to add your email address to their safe-senders list. 

That way, they will see your newsletter’s images. Be sure to always 

insert text descriptions of your images so that if they don’t appear, 

readers will nevertheless understand your message.

 
One of the most important tips for newsletters is to only communicate 

one main message, offer or promotion. Naturally, you can have 

secondary messages, yet issues occur (and the effectiveness 

impacted) when you try to push too many messages at any 

given time.

It is therefore crucial to have only one call-to-action (CTA). It has 

to be clear and you should repeat it throughout your newsletter: in 

the title, introductory paragraph and with a button in the middle 

of the page. Here are some examples:

• Call now

• Download the brochure

• Sign up (to a webinar, newsletter, information session, etc.)  

• Take advantage of this exclusive offer

Newsletters that feature several offers tend to support a sales strategy, 

such as group-buying websites (Groupon, WagJag, LivingSocial) or 

online travel agencies (Expedia, Jetsetter, Booking, etc.). 

The rule of thumb is to focus on one message or offer per newsletter, 

with the possibility of including two to three other messages that 

drive readers to an article on your website, picture of the day or 

video. However, if you want the most bang for your buck, less is 

always more!
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t’s impossible even to imagine what was 

here,” Andrea Pezzini, our tour guide, told 

us from a cramped cobblestone alley  

in the sleepy, gorgeous town of Ubeda, Spain.

He’s referring to a nondescript little storefront 

called Sinagoga del Agua, a centuries-old 

synagogue and former rabbi’s residence that 

was, prior to 2006, seemingly lost forever.

While the building dates back to the eighth 

century, it spent untold years in the form of shops, 

apartments buildings and even a hair salon.  

Its true identity was not discovered until a property 

developer uncovered remnants of ancient-looking 

arches beneath the plaster, a palm tree-shaped 

pillar, and a sealed, forgotten cellar below the 

floors – all of which indicated the building could 

be something special. 

Ubeda, declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

in 2003 in recognition of its splendid collection of 

more than 45 Renaissance buildings, is a treasure 

trove for interesting travel spots. With its historical 

centre separated from the main section of town, 

the place reserves a certain Old World magic 

for visitors who stop by to view its 16th Century 

Sacra Capilla de El Salvador chapel, Plaza del 

Mayo and Hospital de Santiago – but there is more  

to Ubeda than jaw-dropping architecture. 

“It didn’t occur to the developer in the beginning 

that it could be a synagogue,” Pezzini tells us. 

In fact, it didn’t really occur to anyone at first 

because in 1492, the Jewish population of the 

town were ordered to either fully convert, or leave 

Ubeda with nothing. 

The result, he continues, was a buried religious 

identity. 

“There wasn’t really a trace of Jewish life  

in Ubeda [in the history books],” he tells us, 

adding that after the fact, many Jews had to 

hide their religious beliefs, and the synagogue 

was likely destroyed.

PAX   19



“It had all been wiped out.” 

Fortunately, the developer saw the potential in restoring 

the building to its former glory rather than converting it 

into condos, and set about reconstructing the space with  

the help of historians and and archaeologists. 

Sinagoga del Agua is now a private space hosting primarily 

small tour groups and special events, and is the second 

most popular tourist attraction for Ubeda after its famous 

UNESCO square. 

The rabbi’s quarters, the women’s gallery, and bodega 

have all been recreated and are available for viewing, 

along with numerous sacred documents, artifacts and 

the site’s crowning glory: an ancient mikveh, formerly 

sealed beneath the synagogue and forgotten for  

an untold number of years. 

A spiritual and moral purification tool with very strong symbolic 

meanings within Judaism, mikvehs are pools used to collect 

pure waters, ideally fed by a natural spring. The streets of Ubeda

The storage room for the synagogue

The olive groves of Ubeda
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Sinagoga del Agua’s mikveh is believed to be a 5,000-year-

old space possibly predating the synagogue itself (although 

that is yet to be confirmed). The idea is supported by the 

fact that the synagogue is located outside the area of town 

that became the Jewish quarter when the Christians invaded 

Ubeda in the 14th Century; the synagogue could not simply 

be moved to where the Jewish community was forced to 

reside because of the sacred nature of the mikveh’s waters. 

We follow Pezzini down into the cellar, where the mikveh 

was discovered. As it is the summer solstice, he informs  

us that the pool will be illuminated momentarily by way  

of a skylight in the synagogue floor, but we have to hurry  

to catch the beginning. 

“The sun will not wait,” he declares.

Assembled in the dim stone cellar, we peer into the pool, 

accessible by a rocky set of steps. It’s only  a few feet deep 

and a few feet wide, and its water is clear and green. 

With only a few candles burning in a decorative menorah,  

it’s difficult to see anything. 

“Any moment now,” Pezzini says, pointing from a square-cut 

hole in the ceiling to the pool. 

The room seems to hold its breath, and then, within the blink 

of an eye, a beam of gentle blue light materializes from the 

skylight, casting itself down to form a harsh white strip onto 

the wall of the pool. 

The beam is ethereally beautiful, and due to the convenient 

placement of a modest chandelier, it’s cut into three small 

strips, giving it a distinctly heavenly appearance. Paired with 

the humble stone surroundings and softly burning incense,  

it’s strangely poignant. Even the non-religious members of our 

group agree it’s a powerful thing to witness, this place which 

meant so much to so many people hundreds of years ago. 

For Pezzini, it is not only an incredible archaeological find 

and site of a beautiful natural phenomenon, it’s helped give 

validity to a town that has been working steadily for nearly 

20 years to be recognized as an historic destination – sitting 

amongst half a dozen other arguably more famous locations 

– that is worth visiting.

Ancient relics on display An ethereal experience
The synagogue's mikveh is thought to 
be more than 5,000 years old.
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The solstice lasts another 20 minutes, the beam of light 

hardening and growing brighter as it works its way down 

the wall of the mikveh and, eventually, filling the jade-

coloured pool with a blinding white glow. We play amongst 

the light, standing beneath it, watching as the beam catches  

our clothing, bathing the mikveh in a rainbow of colour. 

As the solstice continues, Pezzini shares stories about the 

many ways in which Ubeda’s Jewish community – thought 

to make up at least 12 per cent of the population at one 

time – survived after the Christians banished the Moors 

(with whom the Jews, it would seem, existed peacefully 

for hundreds of years). 

“They were forced to prove their conversion,” he explains, 

“by doing things like consuming pork in public. And of 

course, there was always a danger of being exposed 

by your neighbours, so any religious practice had to be 

performed in total secrecy.”

Afterward, I express my disbelief to Pezzini regarding 

how this sacred place was in hiding for hundreds of 

years, sealed off from persecution, both World Wars, and 

centuries of human evolution, only to be saved, by sheer 

coincidence, from becoming a parking lot. 

Given the circumstances, I tell him, and the mikveh’s  

own history, it almost seems as though it wanted to  

be found. 

“That’s the beauty of Southern Spain,” he says with a 

smile. “Just when you think you’ve uncovered every inch 

of its ancient history, you find another treasure.”

The first peek of light 
from the solstice

Andrea Pezzini, our tour guide and owner 
of Artificis, an Ubeda tourism company

The sunlight hitting the mikveh
The light hitting our clothes would 
change the mikveh's colouring

This palm tree-shaped pillar was an indication 
that the building was once significant
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your cruise coach

'm seriously concerned," 

said my new friend at 

breakfast halfway through 

our cruise aboard the Paul Gauguin. "I 

don't know how I'll manage to take my 

cereal to the table by myself when I get 

home." Such is the reality we all must 

face at the end of this sailing, where we 

have been pampered by the attentive 

and caring staff. 

We are on a 14-night cruise to the 

Society Islands, Tuamotus and the 

Marquesas, and we're being utterly 

spoiled. At every meal, we are warmly 

greeted by the maitre'd and waiters, 

who learned our names within hours 

of us boarding the ship. And yes, once 

I fill my plate at the buffet, a waiter is 

immediately at my side to take it from 

me, escort me to my table, fluff my 

napkin, and tuck me in snugly as I tuck 

into my lunch. Before I even ask, my 

favourite wine is already being poured. 

Life is good aboard the Paul Gauguin!

Outstanding service like this can only be 

found on board a small ship. Our sailing 

had just over 280 guests, allowing staff 

to truly get to know our likes and wishes. 

Guests whom I met onboard, such as 

my friend at breakfast, could not get 

over the congenial and intuitive service, 

and how genuine everyone is. French 

Polynesia is heaven on earth, and Paul 

Gauguin makes getting there heavenly.

Days at sea are peaceful and lazy, 

with enrichment lectures, documentary 

films, and Polynesian arts and crafts 

to keep guests entertained. Onboard 

our cruise was an art history professor 

specializing in the artist Paul Gauguin, 

as well as an archaeologist expert in 

French Polynesian history. Jean Michel 

Cousteau was a special guest, who 

shared stories about his father and his 

passion for ocean conservation. 

But days ashore is what we all came for. 

Our first stop is Fakarava, a necklace of 

coral rising from the ocean in the Tuamotu 

archipelago. Designated as an UNESCO 

Biosphere Reserve, the atoll — with its 

impossibly clear waters — is a haven for 

snorkelling and diving. Our excursiontook 

Ming Tappin is the owner of Your Cruise 
Coach Consulting and has been cruising 
since 1991. Based in Vancouver, Ming works 
with travel agencies to grow their cruise 
business, and preaches the merits of cruise 
travel to the world. Ming can be reached 
at ming@paxnewswest.com.
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us to two snorkelling spots, with a BBQ 

lunch stop at a deserted beach. None 

of us wanted to leave.  But the highlight 

of our cruise awaits.

Rising out of the pounding South Pacific 

surf, the dramatic Marquesas Islands of 

jagged cliffs covered in lush foliage and 

verdant forests are a sight to behold. As 

we arrive in remote Fatu Hiva, Hiva Oa, 

Tahuata & Nuku Hiva, the entire village 

greets us at the tender dock each 

time, with mamas, papas and children 

performing traditional songs and dances. 

Life is at its simplest here. Residents subsist 

by farming, growing fruits, and making 

crafts. I hike in the hot sun and humid 

air, listening to roosters crow, chickens 

cluck, accompanied by chirping birds in 

the trees. At every turn, mango, papaya 

and guava trees are dripping with ripe 

fruit. The Marquesas truly make you wish 

for the stress-free life.

Our second week is spent in the Society 

Islands of Huahine, Taha'a, Bora Bora 

and Moorea. Snorkelling and diving 

are the main attractions here. But the 

scenery above the water is just as 

breathtaking, with dramatic peaks, 

towering waterfalls, archaeological  

sites, and turquoise lagoons. Paul 

Gauguin offers a myriad of excursions 

that best showcase these islands.

Just off the coast of Taha'a is Motu 

Mahana, Paul Gauguin's private island. 

This is a day to swim, snorkel and kayak, 

but if you are less inclined, you can 

simply stare out to the azure seas from 

the comfort of your sun lounger, a 

cocktail-filled coconut in hand. The only 

interruption to your day might be your 

beachside massage or the delicious 

BBQ lunch served by the same cordial 

staff from the ship.

At a maximum of 342 guests, the 

Paul Gauguin is purpose-built to sail 

the Polynesian waters. With a shallow 

draft and a u-shaped hull, she is able to 

anchor close to shore, bringing guests 

to the islands within a 10-minute tender 

ride. Her ample deck space maximizes 

enjoyment of dramatic sailaways and 

blazing sunsets, the all-inclusive pricing 

leaves nothing to be desired… except 

maybe another glass of champagne. 

But of course, before you even think 

to ask, the waiter is already pouring it.

The Paul Gauguin sails year round in 

French Polynesia, with seven-night 

sailings to the Society Islands, 10- and 

11-night sailings that include Tuomotus 

or the Cook Islands, and 14 nights 

including the Marquesas. In 2017, the 

ship will offer two repositioning cruises 

to Fiji and Bali.
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In 2016, this was the average cost of a business trip in 

the United States, with corporate travellers spending,  

on average, 3.07 days on the move. In 2015, the average cost 

was as high as $1,001.38, while in 2014, it stood at $968.78.

This was the number of passengers who travelled through  

airports in 2015. The figure is estimated at 7.5 billion for 2016; 

by 2021 it should reach 10 billion, and by 2040, a whopping 

24 billion.

Sources: Business Travel News, Travel Leaders et Airports Council International.

This is the percentage of business travellers who use Uber while travelling in  

San Francisco. Only 5.9 per cent of business travellers visiting this city choose taxis,  

and 6.5 per cent use Lyft, one of Uber’s competitors who are linked to General 

Motors. After San Francisco, Atlanta and Boston are the two American cities where 

business travellers favour Uber the most, with Uber claiming 74.7 per cent and  

73.7 per cent of the market for business travellers, respectively. Among the 

large American cities, Chicago and New York are the cities where – because  

of regulatory issues – business travellers use Uber the least; nevertheless, in spite 

of this, Uber still dominates the market among this type of traveller in the latter 

two cases, with 53.8 per cent of users.
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transatlantic flights.
 
The  new complimentary menu will feature a variety of three sandwiches on our flights from Canada to 
Europe, and a choice of three traditional hot dishes on our flights from Europe to Canada. All meals will be 
served along with a salad, a glass of wine and dessert.
 
The meal offer remains unchanged for Club Class passengers.
 
Our transatlantic flights just got a little tastier! Bon appétit!
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pax people

t all started with a father who was a big band 

musician and travelled the world. He would return 

from every trip with a story to tell and a challenge 

for his daughter, Marilyn… for the next place he was going 

to visit, how would he get there, and Marilyn would have  

to tell him what train or ferry he’d have to catch.

Fast forward almost 55 years, and Marilyn Shalma, now  

a travel and groups consultant at New Wave Travel in Toronto, 

is reminiscing about where a life in travel has taken her.

We first met at a WestJet event last fall, where when  

the emcee asked for people who had been in the industry 

for more than 10, 15, 20, 30 years… Shalma was the last one 

with her hand raised, a milestone that won her two tickets 

to anywhere WestJet flies in Canada. “They caught me  

by surprise with that,” she admits. And when asked if she has 

any plans for those tickets as yet, she mentions a recent trip 

to the West Coast (“I’d never been to Canada’s West Coast 

before”) – using another pair of WestJet tickets that she won 

– where she had the opportunity to see nature’s splendour 

up close on a Rocky Mountaineer adventure.
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But backtracking to the beginning of 

her career, it began in London, England,  

the city where she was born and raised. 

Shalma had studied at Pitmans Secretarial 

College there and her first job out of 

school was at a travel agency called 

Frames Travel as a secretary for one  

of the agents. It was definitely a different 

age in the travel business. “At that time, 

if you wanted to make any reservation 

you had to call in and they had it on  

a chart and they could tell you ‘yes okay, 

there’s room on the plane or train.’ Used 

to be you had to be on hold forever  

to get through – it hasn’t really changed 

– and after a few months I said to my boss 

‘well this is a waste of your time, could  

I help you – I see what you’re doing,  

let me try.’” And try she did.

From there Shalma moved over 

to American Express, where she 

spent the next five years, first as a 

secretary, but quickly moving on  

to tour planning, before taking on the 

role of private secretary to the man 

who was in charge of the company’s 

escorted tours worldwide. Originally 

hailing from Switzerland, Shalma’s 

boss would frequently take off for 

weeks at a time over the winter 

season, leaving Shalma in charge of 

the entire department… a role that 

very much developed her taste for and 

love of the industry.

In 1970, Shalma made the move across 

the pond, departing on the S.S. Stefan 

Batory out of Tilbury, England on the 

first sailing of the season, and arriving 

in Toronto by way of Montreal in April. 

At that time, Toronto was a far grittier city 

than it is today. The CN Tower – the city’s 

iconic structure – had yet to be built, 

and the same goes for First Canadian 

Place, a building that still holds the title of 

tallest skyscraper in Canada. In short, the 

downtown core that greeted Shalma 

upon her arrival was a very different 

place than it is today – much like  

the travel industry then versus now.

“I applied to American Express [in 

Toronto] but I didn’t have any Canadian 

experience so ended up going to work 

for Simpsons Tours at Bay and Queen,” 

said Shalma. But for a woman who 

loves to be out and experiencing any 

place she visits, the windowless setting 

at Simpsons Tours was too much to bear 

and she left after just two months. “It was 

going to drive me absolutely crazy.”

Next stop was at HRI Leading Hotels  

of the World, which was located in the 

Bank of Nova Scotia building at King 

and Bay… the major selling point? 

Unobstructed views of the lake from 

HRI’s top floor location.

Shalma jumped around a bit during 

those first few years in Toronto, bit by 

bit gaining the experience she needed 

to do what she really wanted to with her 

career: become a travel agent. That 

opportunity eventually did arrive, with 

Shalma going to work for an agency 

called Bayview Travel, and then on  

to help open a brand new agency from 

scratch, and eventually applying that 

experience to opening her very own 

agency – C Travel – in 1987. 

“Sounds like chop and change,” said 

Shalma, referring to all the moving 

around she did, “but I was trying to build 

myself up to be an agent.”

During this time, Shalma got married 

and had two daughters and generally 

settled in to life in Canada. She ran C 

Travel for about five years before selling 

it and moving on – client base and all – 

to another agency where she worked 

as an outside agent. She later spent 

some time working at Conquest Travel, 

which was eventually moved over/

into Conquest Vacations, and stayed 

there until that company folded in 2009.  

And after that, it was over to New Wave 
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Travel, now owned by Vision Travel 

Solutions, where she has worked for the 

last eight years.

So after almost 55 years in the business, 

what have some of the biggest 

changes been? “The internet and 

technology overall,” said Shalma. 

And while she recognizes that many 

of the innovations in technology have 

made travel far easier (“these days, 

you can just show up at the airport with 

your passport – no tickets – and get on  

the plane”), she also feels that not all 

of the advances made have been  

for the best, particularly when speaking 

about the rise of the OTAs.  

However, in saying that, when it came 

to that perceived threat (at the time)  

of online bookings replacing the need 

for travel agents, “it didn’t really upset 

me because I never thought it would 

affect me.” And thanks to her many 

years in the business, the many contacts 

she had made during that time, and her 

large client base, she was proven right.

“I get the children and sometimes 

grandchildren of the people I originally 

had as clients who often say ‘you’re  

so much better than the internet,’” said 

Shalma. “Everyone likes to play travel 

agent but my clients always said ‘no’ 

and would leave their plans with me.”

So with much of her life spent in the 

world of travel, are there any places 

left on Shalma’s bucket list? “I haven’t 

been to Australia or New Zealand.  

A couple of years ago I went to China 

and Thailand, and I’d love to see more 

countries in Asia. There’s lots of places 

I’ve visited and would like to return  

but then I think of so many other places 

that I haven’t seen yet.”

In terms of destinations that top her 

list, Shalma holds a special spot in 

her heart for Switzerland, Kenya and 

Bolivia, the last of which she visited with  

her eldest daughter who is a fellow 

traveller. “She loves to travel. We’ve 

visited Peru and Bolivia; travelled down 

the Nile (on a trip Shalma won with 

Sunquest); explored California…  

we get on very well, travelling together.” 

And it looks as though the tradition will 

continue with her eldest grandson, 

now seven years old, who at the time 

this issue went to print, Shalma had 

just taken down to Dallas, just the two 

of them, to attend a family function.  

“He has travelled with his parents quite 

a bit... it’s such a good education.”

As for the industry today, “I don’t 

know if I’d go into travel today. 

Nowadays, unless you have good 

connections, when you are coming 

in new, people (customers) just aren’t 

going to trust you as much,” and that 

trust – according to Shalma – is key  

to one’s success as an agent. So what 

does she recommend to younger 

agents just starting out? “Socialize, 

mix, meet as many people as you 

can, attend as many functions as you 

can, see as many places as you can. 

It’s not a Monday to Friday, 9-to-5 

job, you have to put in a lot of hours,  

on many days of the week, if you 

want to be successful.”

But the rewards are there… “When 

someone comes back from a trip you 

planned for them and says ‘I had the 

most fantastic time! Everything was 

perfect and went without a hitch  

and we had the time of our lives – 

thank you,’ you feel good.”

Despite the many challenges that 

faced our industry in 2016, looking  

at 2017, Shalma is sanguine. “Travel 

never stays the same, there’s always 

something that turns up on the spur 

of the moment. If you’re adventurous, 

it doesn’t stop you.”

Importance of travelling while you can: Shalma always recommends 
buying travel insurance but points out the difficultly some of her older 
clients can having just getting that coverage… despite having the time 
and money to do it: “Insurance gets prohibitively expensive and even 
impossible to get the older you get,” said Shalma. So with that in mind, 
Shalma always tells people to travel as much as they can while they 
can, because you never know when it won’t be possible anymore.

Recent trips: Along with taking her first trip to Canada’s West Coast  
in 2016, Shalma recently went on a river cruise with AmaWaterways and 
did a Baltic cruise with Azamara Club Cruises.

Travel recommendations to clients: “It’s a great time to visit the UK – you 
get good bang for your buck right now [thanks to Brexit].”

Travel style: “Anything – any type of travel. I love to experience something 
so I can speak to it to my clients.”
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t’s the morning of Election Day 2016 in the U.S. – a day 

which will be marked by a seismic shift in the country’s 

political sphere – and Celebrity Cruises President & CEO 

Lisa Lutoff-Perlo is reflecting on both the state of the world 

and its effects on the travel industry.

When Lutoff-Perlo took the wheel at Celebrity Cruises in late 

2014, it was the culmination of more than 30 years in travel 

and like any span of three decades, changes – for good  

or ill – are an inevitable part of life. Indeed, within hours, 

another major change in the world would take place.

However, Lutoff-Perlo, the first woman to head up a cruise 

line in the U.S., is in many ways an ideal leader for constantly-

changing times, steering the brand ever-onward while taking 

a fearless approach to leadership and using her position  

to raise awareness of and encourage diversity and equality 

at both Celebrity and the world at large.

Among the initiatives which speak to this aim are the hiring 

of the first American woman captain of a cruise ship, 

Kate McCue; inclusionary measures such as serving on 

the international board of directors for the Best Buddies 

program (which brings individuals with special needs into  

the workforce); and partnerships with the local LGBT 

community including sponsorship of Miami Beach Pride.

“At first, I didn’t realize that my appointment was so important, 

even in our own company,” she recalls, “and I started  

to realize that along with the big responsibility of this job, 

in terms of what it encompasses and what my role is, I had 

this other responsibility that was equally important – to  

use my position in a way that would advance the diversity 

and inclusion both within our company and our brand.  

I took on that responsibility very enthusiastically and thought 

about how am I going to be defined by what I do as much 

as by who I am.”
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Beginning her career as a frontline agent selling cruise 

vacations in Massachusetts in the 1980s (a role which  

she credits with shaping her relationship with the trade), 

Lutoff-Perlo soon took on the role of district sales manager 

for Royal Caribbean in 1985, a position which would mark 

the beginning of her climb to the top at Celebrity.

“For me, my understanding of the business and all aspects 

of it and how important our travel partners are and how 

hard they work, has really benefited me in my current role. 

In this job, while we may be somewhat separated from the 

trade, I’ve never lost my appreciation for our travel partners  

and what they do and their support and loyalty and what 

their passion means to the success of our brand.”

Lutoff-Perlo’s 2014 ascent to the CEO’s office at Celebrity 

came just prior to rumblings of a 2016 presidential bid  

by Donald Trump. Fast forward more than two years: a 

Trump Administration in the White House has become  

a reality and reflections – as well as arguments – on issues 

such as gender have become commonplace on social 

media, fanned and fuelled in part by remarks made by 

Trump both during and prior to the campaign. Exemplifying 

that responsibility inherent to her unique position, Lutoff-Perlo  

is hardly shy about taking on so-called ‘locker room talk’  

and sharing her message with other women in both  

the travel industry and beyond.

“What I would say to women is that it’s our obligation  

to ourselves and to the women and young girls that will 

come after us to reject wholeheartedly all of it,” she says.  

“We have to stand up as women and say ‘this is not 

acceptable.’ Women have a choice to stand up against  

it or to allow it to go on around us… There’s no way we’ll 

stop being marginalized or objectified unless we do. The 

vast majority of women believe and do that, but there are 

some still who don’t and we have to take control of this and  

be the ones who say it’s not okay.”

The 2016 election campaign also provided Celebrity with 

what Lutoff-Perlo describes as a “cultural moment” to seize 

onto; as Trump spoke of building walls, the cruise line aimed 

to tear them down with its ‘Sail Beyond Borders’ campaign, 

promoting a fearless message of cultural interaction  

and discovery in stark opposition to such comments, bravely 

defying any perceived notions of an increasingly  

With experience in the operations side of 

the cruise industry, Lutoff-Perlo created and 

currently leads Royal Caribbean’s Global 

Marine Organization, which ensures that all 

of the corporation’s ships run safely, smoothly 

and efficiently. 

Prior to serving as its executive vice-president 

of operations, Lutoff-Perlo was the senior 

vice-president of Celebrity’s hotel operations 

team; she also spent 21 years in the sales  

and marketing organization in varying roles  

and levels of responsibility.

Lutoff-Perlo is a member of Paradigm for 

Parity, which is committed to achieving 

gender parity in North America and serves 

on the Committee of 200, which fosters, 

celebrates and advances women’s 

leadership in business. In addition, she is a 

vocal supporter of the #equalmeansequal 

campaign for gender pay equality. Lutoff-

Perlo is also chairwoman of 'Extraordinary 

Women Leading Change' and is a member 

of The Commonwealth Institute, South 

Florida and in 2016, Diversity Women 

honoured Lisa with the prestigious 2016 

Mosaic Award for her dedication to 

promoting diversity and inclusion. 

A Massachusetts native, Lutoff-Perlo and her 

family are diehard New England Patriots fans; 

she tells PAX that “there’s football season and 

waiting-for-football season,” during which  

she can be found enjoying reruns of Patriots 

games from the previous season. Even the 

family pets are in on the obsession: she shares 

her home with a pair of Shih Tzus named 

‘Tom’ and ‘Brady’ in honour of the team’s star 

quarterback.



dangerous and cynical world. While the ads garnered some controversy, Lutoff-Perlo 

says that any criticism of the campaign is far outweighed by the positive reactions 

and outcomes it generated.

“We are in the travel business and we celebrate being open to other cultures,”  

she says. “We felt that there was a cultural moment that we could take advantage 

of, that we should state our position on how we feel, about travel and the world  

and opening ourselves up – not closing ourselves off. We did it in a purposeful way 

and using the language we did, it got a lot of reaction... When you have a point of 

view, you have to be willing to accept that others won’t share it and I think that’s the 

best kind of advertising. To be for something, you may have to be against something.”

Such an approach is indicative of the leadership strategy in place at Celebrity, framed 

by 10 core values developed by the cruise line. Lutoff-Perlo explains that there’s  

no set order of importance to the values, other than one: ‘nurture your employees.’

“What I realized is that there’s these intangible things about being a leader that 

people have to understand about you, outside of the fact that they’ve been given 

a key set of metrics they have to perform against,” Lutoff-Perlo says. “People need 

to know what you stand for and who you are, versus just having the job... People 

will come in and do their jobs – they need to get paid and they probably like what 

they do – and they’ll do it, but it’s when they come in and give you that discretionary 

effort every day that really makes a difference in terms of how they are perceived 

and perform and take care of each other.”

And through all the change in the world, Celebrity hasn’t been one to sit still, either. 

The continued growth of cruising has seen an increase in both travellers (particularly 

the multigenerational family segment) and new markets for the cruise line, while 

Celebrity’s new Edge class of ships will make their debut in fall 2018 with the Celebrity 

Edge, followed by the Celebrity Beyond in spring 2020, and the third and fourth Edge-

class ships in fall 2021 and fall 2022, respectively. While details are yet to be revealed, 

Lutoff-Perlo says the Edge-class will be a watershed moment for Celebrity on par with 

the line’s Solstice ships which debuted in 2008.

“I’ve seen opportunity upon opportunity, growth upon growth and a lot more people 

are cruising. I think we’re all marketing more and people understand it because  

they can learn about it in a different way. 

“It’s going to be awesome and will do for Celebrity what the Solstice-class did for 

us,” Lutoff-Perlo says of the Edge ships. “There’s a lot of pent-up anticipation about 

Celebrity building ships. We announced we were building a ship four years before 

the first ship was coming out, probably a little too early because now everyone 

wants to know about Edge! But I can’t blame them and it’s great to know so many 

people are excited.

“My prediction is that everyone will say ‘Wow, Celebrity did it again.’”
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hen Sandals CEO Adam Stewart 

spent his honeymoon in Maldives, 

the celebration of love would also 

inspire the beginning of a new concept for  

the all-inclusive chain.

Looking to bring a piece of the Pacific back home 

to the Caribbean, Stewart embarked upon what 

would become an eight-year journey to see  

the vision through to completion, culminating  

in five new over-the-water villas at Sandals Royal 

Caribbean in Montego Bay, Jamaica, making 

their debut just down the road from where  

the all-inclusive chain was born in 1981.

“We looked at what was out there and brought 

the best elements to Jamaica and we’ve done 

it with the best Sandals has to offer,” Stewart told 

PAX in an exclusive interview last fall. “Everything is 

over the top and we feel it’s an amazing reflection 

of how far we’ve come after 35 years. All tides rise 

when there’s positive imaging and this has taken 

Jamaica and the Caribbean and put it at another 

level from a product point of view.”

The magic begins upon check-in, when guests 

of the new villas are assigned personalized butler 

service for the duration of their stay, courtesy of 

Sandals’ partnership with the Guild of Professional 

English Butlers, attending to guests’ every need.

Guests are then whisked through the property to 

where a private transfer awaits (which will soon 

consist of a fleet of electric boats at Sandals Royal 

Caribbean) and the reality of a stay in one of the 

villas comes to life.

Measuring at 2,000 square feet, each of the five 

villas boasts a unique décor theme – namely 

Wood, Water, Fire, Earth and Metal – and offer 

guests a wide range of luxury amenities. 

Upon stepping across the threshold, guests are 

instantly transported into another world; while 

a small prep kitchen for the butler with seating 

for two is the first part of the villa which guests 

will see, the real surprises begin after turning  

the corner into the bedroom, with a luxurious 

king-size bed as the centrepiece and a stunning 

view of the Caribbean Sea stealing the show. 

While a small living room area is situated directly 

in front of the bed, guests will have no trouble 

seeing the expanse of turquoise waters over  

the compact furniture.
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Looking down, a glass floor at the foot of the bed 

– one of two in each villa, which can be lit from 

below at night – reminds guests of exactly where 

they are, with the chance to catch a glimpse  

of aquatic fauna swimming in the shallows.

A large bathroom completes the interior of each 

villa, with soaker tub and, in keeping with the 

Sandals’ philosophy of ‘love is all you need,’  

a shower stall big enough for two.

While the interior of each villa will be sure  

to fire the imagination, the over-water deck 

area is equally impressive, if not moreso. 

Designed with privacy in mind, couples looking 

to relax outdoors can get closer on a swing 

built for lounging or the over-water hammock,  

or take it easy in the main outdoor living 

room and lower deck area. However, the star 

attraction is perhaps the outdoor infinity pool 

and Jacuzzi, where guests can unwind and 

forget the world while looking out over the sea.

Dining options abound for 

guests of the villas. With  

the resort’s eight restaurants 

a short boat ride away, 

guests can opt to travel 

back to the main property 

and enjoy an evening out or 

stay in and have their meals 

delivered for an intimate 

dinner on the patio.

With such amenities, it should 

come as little surprise that 

the new villas were unveiled 

last November “to amazing 

fanfare,” Stewart said, with 

all five booked solid for  

18 months before they even 

opened.

During the development 

and design process,

 
 

 
 



Stewart explained that the local environment played 

a large role, from sourcing sustainable products and 

developing building plans in line with governmental 

standards to ensuring that the villas were strong 

enough to withstand hurricane winds, in a region  

of the world prone to violent storms.

“The main obstacles to overcome in the 

Caribbean were on the development side, getting 

the government and local agencies to understand 

that this type of development can be done in 

harmony with environmental programs,” he said. 

“As a matter of fact, in many ways it’s less intrusive 

to the environment, as you’re forced to consider 

the woods and materials and look at the most 

state-of-the-art water and sewage treatment.  

We in the Caribbean are also in a part of the world 

prone to natural disasters, so we had to engineer 

them to withstand all levels of wind.”

The five villas at Sandals Royal Caribbean are 

just the beginning. During last fall’s visit by PAX, 

work was steadily progressing on an additional 

12 over-the-water bungalows, offering a 

smaller footprint than the villas but the same 

amenities. In addition, six of the bungalows are 

currently under construction at Sandals Grande  

St. Lucian, slated to open between mid-February 

– “a Valentine’s Day present,” Stewart quipped 

– and March.

And as more and more travellers fall in love 

with the over-the-water concept, Stewart said 

guests can expect to see the suites at more  

of the company’s properties throughout 

Jamaica and the Caribbean.

“Now that we’ve established this platform  

with the government of Jamaica, all the other 

governments are looking too,” he said.  

“We’d like to continue and you’ll definitely see 

more of these villas and bungalows appear  

at other Sandals resorts across Jamaica  

to start.”
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future proof

Nolan Burris

Nolan Burriss is a top-selling author, former travel agent, 

failed musician and self-professed techno-geek.  

He’s also a popular international speaker both inside 

and outside of the travel industry.  He is the founder 

and chief Visioneer of Future Proof Travel Solutions  

in Vancouver, British Columbia: 

www.futureprooftravel.com

ike many things in business, your chances of success increase when  

you follow a system.  In sales, there are variations of “The Seven Steps  

of Selling,” “Relationship Selling,” “Power Selling” and more.  Within all  

of them, you’ll find step-by-step procedures that (if strictly followed) promise 

to increase the number of sales you close.  The actual system used doesn’t 

seem to be as important as simply following SOME system.

It’s the same with consulting. As with any good system, there are usually  

a set of rules that can help you be more efficient. For example, in most 

selling-skills courses you’ll probably hear something similar to: “don’t try to 

close too soon.” 

It’s a good rule to follow! If you attempt to close a sale before gathering 

enough information, and following all the other steps, you risk missing 

something important that could endanger not just the sale, but the whole 

client relationship.

The following rules of consulting can similarly help you avoid problems,  

but also help you be a more effective and valuable advisor to your clients.

   
This is the Golden Rule of consulting, and the most important of all! It’s so important 

that even if it’s the only one you remember, it will make a big difference.

We know that the majority of travel consumers get most of their information 

online or through apps. In the virtual world, every beach is beautiful, every cruise 

is perfect and every resort is a delight. Can you really afford to assume that they 

pushed all the buttons, understood everything, and realized the photos were 

probably edited to perfection? 

One more thing about this rule: you might think you don’t need to worry about 

it.  You might think you’d never violate this one.  Maybe, but pay attention  
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to your next few inquiries. When someone 

asks: “Can you give me some prices  

for a seven-night all-inclusive in Jamaica?” If 

your next question is “When are you thinking 

about going?", you’ve already violated 

the rule and wasted time.

    
 

Yes, your clients might ask for your opinion, 

but that’s not what they actually want. 

An opinion is what you, or some stranger 

on TripAdvisor, likes. Advice is about what 

will make your client happy. This matters, 

because it can be hard to avoid reacting 

negatively to a product you personally 

don’t like.  The opposite is also true. Just 

because you felt like a king or queen last 

time you were there, doesn’t mean they 

will like it.

 
If I say “upscale hotel” some people 

might think Ritz-Carlton, while others 

think Sheraton. A romantic getaway isn’t 

always a beach resort or candlelit dinner. 

In simple terms, never assume and always 

ask always ask for clarification on what 

upscale, discount, romantic, adventurous, 

etc. means to your client.  This rule can 

really save you time.

 
Similar to Rule #2, it’s very important 

to avoid expressing your own personal 

preferences. It’s great to be able to say 

“oh, I recently visited that resort," but 

instead of talking about what YOU liked, 

or disliked, it’s better to ask if they have 

any questions related to their own likes 

and dislikes since it’s fresh in your memory.  

See the difference?  

To your clients and prospects, you are the 

expert.  So, even things you say in passing 

like “I thought it was fantastic” or “I didn’t 

really like the food” – they may take as 

personal recommendations.  So, tread 

carefully here.  

 
It’s harder than you might think to avoid 

outwardly judging based on your own 

financial circumstances. Just remember 

that common words like expensive, cheap, 

bargain, discount, deal, etc. are all relative. 

This also applies to phrases we use all the 

time without thinking about them:  upscale, 

luxury, mainstream, five-star, etc.

Here’s an easy way to avoid the problem 

altogether. Simply ask: “is there another 

hotel, resort or cruise you have stayed in or 

know about that is similar to the experience 

you’re hoping for?” It’s easy, and no financial 

judgments are necessary.

 
This rule is one of the hardest to follow. 

Sometimes, it’s not what you say, but 

when you say it. In our “secret shopper”  

phone calls, we’ve heard an alarming 

number of travel consultants put the focus 

on price before we even had a chance 

to even ask about it.  Many are quick  

to offer:

“…you’ll get the best rates 
in the off season," or “…
there are some excellent 
promotional deals right 
now," or “…that supplier 
has a sale going on…”

If you make price, deals and bargains the first 

subject to consider, don’t be surprised when 

your clients go right along with you.

So there you go! Six simple rules that can help 

you consult as well as you sell. If you consciously 

follow them all, you might be surprised how 

much they can help.

Immerse yourself in the 
destination through 

tailored post tours from
May 5-8, 2017.

Secure your participation 
and REGISTER TODAY!

www.betex.bz
info@betex.bz
+501-227-1144

      @betexbelize         

Learn more about the 

destination through

one-on-one meetings &

networking opportunities

with our professional local 

tourism suppliers.

Savor Your

Experience



PLAYA HOTELS & RESORTS  
TAKES CENTER STAGE
SETTING THE SCENE FOR 2017 WITH PANAMA JACK

Industry-leading and award-winning, Playa Hotels & Resorts is making headlines once again, officially publicizing its partnership  

with leading consumer brand, Panama Jack. Playa, known for its collection of luxury all-inclusive resorts, formally announced  

its game-changing move on January 7, 2017 during the company’s first annual Spotlight Awards. The invitation-only event was  

held for the industry’s top-performers and VIPs at Playa’s popular Hyatt Ziva Rose Hall property in Montego Bay, Jamaica.

PICTURED ABOVE: 1. Kevin Froemming, Kim Manna; 2. Carol Bisconti, Ray Farnesi; 3. Kevin Froemming, Andrea Wright, Rose Cosentino, Dori Giffin, Howard Tanenbaum; 

4. Christina Pedroni, Susan Pedroni; 5. Meghan Fitzgerald, Cindy Shubin, Donna Hart-Entrichel; 6. Maureen James, Karen Stephenson, Terri-Ann Clemetson,  

Meghan Fitzgerald, Renee Clark, Richard Dixon; 7. Mandy Delve; 8. Leslie Kepplinger, Hilary Olney; 9. Dancing the night away; 10. Jane Berk, Allison Farrell, Paula Finn, 

Rosemary Luzzi, Josie Lazzara; 11. Andrea Wright, Donna Alkarmi, Alexa Camacho Spahr, Rose Cosentino, Howard Tanenbaum; 12. Johnny Snow, Barbara Scrocco,  

Meghan Fitzgerald, Cindy Shubin, Donna Hart-Entrichel, Joe Entrichel, Rob Rizzo; 13. Hidar Elmais, Sandi Shemko, Cindy Guadet, Freddie Marsh, Sara Crowhurst;  

14. Patty DeRoo, Bernice Bakely; 15. Jason Mills, Freddie Marsh; 16. Dean Turner, Christine Turner, Dori Giffin, Mary-Lou Peterson; 17. Richard Moss III, Bethany Ward;  

18. Cindy Shubin, Elisa Levay, Nikki Sterling; 19. Tammi Howard, Brenda Potts, Tracy Green, Brad Steven; 20. Kevin Froemming, Andrea Wright, Jen Jackson,  

Rose Cosentino, Howard Tanenbaum; 21. Kim Manna, Karen Callahan; 22. Rebecca Metherel, Jen Jackson, Dale Winchester, Christine Winchester, Mahla Pourshamsa,  

Sina Ghafari; 23. Kristen Charlton, Shadi Abdul Didi, Rose Cosentino, Jason Mills, Christine Turner, Dori Giffin

Congratulations 
TO THE WINNERS OF THE  
2016  SPOTLIGHT AWARDS:

Top Seller — West Coast USA

Top Seller — Western Canada

Top Seller — Midwest USA

Top Seller — East Coast USA

Top Seller — Eastern Canada

Top Seller for Mexico — USA

Top Seller for Mexico — Canada

Top Seller for Jamaica — USA

Top Seller for Jamaica — Canada

Top Wedding Seller — USA

Top Wedding Seller — Canada

Top Wedding Agency — Jamaica

Top Wedding Agency — Canada

Most Improved Agency — USA

Most Improved Agency — Canada

Social Media Award — USA

Social Media Award — Canada

Rising Star — USA

Rising Star — Canada

Rising Star Wedding & Groups — USA

Rising Star Wedding & Groups — Canada

Top Seller Overall — USA

Top Overall Seller — Canada

Ambassador Award — USA

Ambassador Award — Canada

Top Selling Multi-Location Agency  
for Individual Sales — North America

Top Selling Multi-Location Agency for  
Individual Group Sales — North America

Top Selling Home Based Agency —  
North America

— TRAVEL AGENTS —
START BOOKING NOW FOR ACCESS TO THE 

2017 Spotlight Awards
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vogue

Photo credit: Bent René Synnevåg / Fogo Island Inn  http://fogoislandinn.ca/

“Radically contemporary and resolutely traditional,” the minimalist 

masterpiece that is the Fogo Island Inn, is located on what very 

much feels like the ends of the earth but is actually in the town of Joe 

Batt’s Arm on Fogo Island. Newfoundland’s largest offshore island, 

Fogo sits off the rugged northeast coast,  and the Inn – a 43,000 sq. 

ft. luxury property that has attracted international attention and 

accolades since opening its doors in May 2013 – is a decidedly 21st 

Century place with traditional Newfoundland design and décor. 

Perched on stilts with stunning ocean views, the hotel offers 29 suites, 

a rooftop spa, library, culinary delights, high-end personal service 

and a focus on sustainability... it's no wonder celebrities are flocking 

to this far-flung place that the Flat Earth Society believes to be 

located on one of the four corners of the two-dimensional planet.

Text: Kerry Sharpe
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http://www.kelebekhotel.com/en

Perched above the quaint village of Goreme in Turkey’s Cappadocia 

region, famed for its hot air balloon tours, the Kelebek Special Cave 

Hotel offers magnificent views over the village, and to the valleys and 

mountains beyond. Featuring 47 specially-crafted rooms, ranging from 

the small and basic (i.e. shared bathrooms) traditional ‘chimney rooms’ 

at the top of rock formations to luxury suites, guests here enjoy a tranquil 

rose garden, refreshing outdoor swimming pool, Hammam spa and  

a restaurant serving traditional local menus. Centrally located, the hotel 

is an 11-minute walk from Zelve Open Air Museum, one of the oldest 

and most complex monastic centres in the region, and just five kilometres 

from Uchisar Castle. It is also close to where most of the hot air balloons 

take off making it the ideal location to watch the colourful parade of 

balloons in the early morning or to take one yourself.
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Photo credit: Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort  http://www.kakslauttanen.fi/en/

Located in the deepest, darkest Finland (at least during the winter 

season), in the snowy landscape of Lapland in a corner of the Arctic 

Circle, the Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort is a place where the main 

attraction is the scenery. Offering a variety of accommodation 

options – from the spacious and comfortable wooden cabins  

to snow igloos for a truly authentic northern experience – it is the 

famed glass igloos that are of particular note, thanks to the glass 

ceilings that offer guests unobstructed views of the sky and the 

vibrant northern lights… from the comfort of your bed! With room 

enough for two or four, and offering a private toilet (saunas and 

showers are available in separate buildings), the glass igloos are 

available to book all through the northern lights season – beginning 

from around mid-August through until the end of April. Located 

just outside of the small town of Ivalo, far from any light pollution,  

you can easily access the resort easily via air from Helsinki. 

Photo credit: Kodiak Greenwood  http://www.postranchinn.com/

High atop the cliffs of Big Sur, 1,200 feet above the Pacific Ocean, 

sits Post Ranch Inn. Embracing the dramatic beauty of the 

California coastline, this is a serene retreat where romance and 

connection thrive. The 39 guestrooms and one private home blend 

rustic elegance with luxury and comfort, offering stunning ocean  

or mountain views. No TVs or alarm clocks here and the minimum 

age is 18. All stays include a daily gourmet buffet breakfast, WiFi, 

complimentary activities including daily yoga, guided nature hikes, 

stargazing and garden tours. There’s an infinity pool that invites you to 

relax as you enjoy unparalleled ocean views, and accommodations 

can have you suspended over the cliffs or even on stilts nine feet 

off the forest floor. What’s more, picturesque Monterrey and Carmel 

are a short drive away. 

Photo by Valtteri Hirvonen
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http://www.parador.es/en/paradores/parador-de-santiago-de-compostela

Spanish hotel chain Paradores is known for its luxurious properties, 

and the Parador de Santiago de Compostela is no exception. Also 

known as the Hostal dos Reis Católicos, the hotel was originally built 

in 1499 as a royal hospice for pilgrims visiting the shrine of St. James  

in the cathedral next door. A national monument that flanks one side 

of Santiago de Compostela’s main square, the hotel claims to be 

the oldest in the world, and within its walls you’ll discover exquisite 

gargoyle-laden Renaissance and Gothic courtyards, beautiful 

cloisters, elegant rooms, spectacular guestrooms and a luxurious 

dining room offering meals prepared in traditional Galician style. 

There is also a plethora of fine religious art, tapestries and antique 

chests to admire in the plush sitting rooms and corridors, along with 

many a quiet corner in which to lap up the atmosphere. A superb 

blend of history, art, tradition and luxury. 

http://www.craterlodge.com/

Located on the edge of the stunning Ngorongoro Crater, in a 

conservation area that spans some 8,300 square kilometres from the 

Rift Valley to the Serengeti, the Ngorongoro Crater Lodge is not only 

one of the most architecturally beautiful safari lodges in Africa, it also 

happens to offer some of the best game viewing drives in the region. 

With its colonial-style interiors, complete with banana-leaf ceilings and 

grass roofs, combined with all the trappings of an elegant baroque 

château – think brocade sofas, gilt mirrors, beaded chandeliers  

and panelled walls – the Lodge offers traditional flair and contemporary 

style in one gorgeous package. By day, when you aren’t out on  

a game drive, settle in on the viewing decks overlooking the crater.  

At night, gather around the large fireplaces that flank the entrance  

to each of the living and dining areas. As one description puts it, this is 

where “Versailles meets Maasai.”
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business sense

he effects of vacation time on wellbeing are broad-

reaching… and by that we mean when people 

actually take their vacation time. But so many  

of us just work through it, banking time to use “one day” 

despite the amazing immediate benefits you’ll enjoy, not 

the least of which being better mental health, better overall 

health and a greater satisfaction with your work-life balance. 

The benefits spill over to employers as well. When employees 

take time away from the office, they return refreshed,  

less stressed, with a happier demeanor, and are more 

engaged and productive overall. 

“A lot of people do not take their full vacation entitlement,” 

said Eryn Campbell, an HR professional who works in the 

tech sector. “This can have a number of negative effects 

on the business and the employee’s health. There are  

so many articles and studies out that show how stress leads to 

health issues, including colds, depression, anxiety, and more. 

“If an employee experiences stress and doesn’t take time 

to take a break and look after themselves, both physically 

and mentally, it can lead to more sick days in the future  

and possibly disability leave from work. This can sometimes 

be paid time off from work which costs the company money 

and often isn’t great for the employee either. Disability 

payments are rarely (if ever) 100 per cent of the employee’s 

salary, so not only does not taking time off have health 

implications, it may have financial ones as well.”
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So why are so many of us so resistant to taking the time  

we need for ourselves?

It seems workplace culture may have a lot to do with it.

“We are in a spiral of being ‘constantly on the go,' ‘no time 

to take vacation,’” said Krista Lee Walters, an HR consultant 

with 30+ years of experience in the field. “Employers need  

to let employees know it is okay to take time off… they need 

to create a culture that encourages rest and downtime… 

that taking vacation does not mean [employees] don’t 

have enough to do.”

On the flipside of that coin, while so many of us have  

to be pushed to take even the minimum amount of time  

off required by law, more and more there has been talk of 

the concept of “unlimited vacation.” 

While this may sound somewhat jarring and perhaps just 

a little too good to be true, it is indeed gaining ground.  

In fact it is a concept that is catching on in the U.S., with more 

than one per cent of employers there now offering this perk. 

The name might be somewhat misleading though. As Walters 

points out “it doesn’t really mean ‘unlimited’… more along 

the lines of ‘within reason.’” But ultimately the company 

does stop keeping track of your days off – something that 

is getting harder to do as more people work remotely – and 

the employee simply takes the days they need, as they 

need them. 

“This concept can work in progressive workplaces with  

well-defined cultures and values,” said Walters. “And 

engagement can increase [as a result] as employees feel 

they are being treated as responsible adults, accountable 

to themselves.”

Unlimited vacation is only just making its debut in Canada – 

though it is a concept that has been around for some time 

now – and the number of companies where it is available 

is low but growing. 

Ellis Don, a leading Canadian builder, is one such employer. 

RL Solutions, a software provider for safer healthcare solutions, 

is another. They even state right on their careers page  

“We don’t restrict your vacation days because we trust you 

not to abuse the privilege. RL staff takes their breaks when 

they need them.” 

But on the flip side of the coin, “there are some cases/articles 

that show a growing trend towards employees who have 

unlimited vacation days becoming ‘martyrs’ and it becomes 

a competition of who didn’t take vacation or who took  

the least amount of time away,” said Campbell. 

There’s also the risk that if you take too much time away, 

people may start wondering just how critical your role  

is within the company. Jealousy and resentment could also 

rear their ugly heads… take for example an employee who 

just happens to be highly productive and gets his/her work 

done quickly, they would have more time open to them 

to take off than someone who is not quite as effective  

or efficient with their time… and things have the potential 

to snowball from there.

So again, culture is key to making something like unlimited 

vacation work. “I think if you’ve got the right culture, and  

a strong management team, it can be successful,” continued 

Campbell. “But it won’t work everywhere or for every 

company.”

Whatever policy a company adopts surrounding vacation 

time though, one thing is abundantly clear – the days are 

yours for the taking… so take them! 

“If employees are not taking vacation, it might warrant 

internal reflection on behalf of the employer to examine 

[their company’s] culture,” said Campbell. “Are employees 

afraid of taking vacation because they feel they will  

be penalized in some way? Is the workload too much and 

to leave it would be stressful to come back to? [The answers] 

might open up management’s eyes to bigger issues 

internally.”
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Pictured:  Owner ’s  Loft  Suite

*The Royal Suite Class is now available. Maximum stateroom occupancy within a category may vary. Suite program benefits, amenities, and services vary by suite category, ship, and itinerary, and are subject to change at any time without notice. Additional program terms apply. Royal Suite Class 
programming developed exclusively for Oasis and Quantum class ships — including Oasis of the Seas, Allure of the Seas, Harmony of the Seas, Quantum of the Seas, Anthem of the Seas and Ovation of the Seas.©2016 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas. 16053766 • 11/15/2016

L U X U R Y 

T H A T ’ S  A N Y T H I N G 

B U T  B O R I N G

This is Royal Suite Class — and it ’s elevating every aspect of your 

clients’ vacation. Like a private cabana at our exclusive tropical 

destination of Labadee®, or a backstage tour of their favorite onboard 

Broadway show. And it can all be arranged by their very own Royal Genie, 

who crafts unique experiences like these just for them. All in the most 

expansive suites at sea, from a slice of paradise right outside their 

stateroom door to revolutionary multi-level Royal Loft Suites.

For more information and marketing assets,  
visit LoyalToYouAlways.com/RoyalSuiteClass

E X C L U S I V E L Y  B Y
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 thought things were off to a rocky start 

when I got my boarding pass for my 

Avianca airways flight from Toronto to 

San Salvador, capital of El Salvador. I was stuck  

in a middle seat, on a sold-out flight. But even 

at 6’3”, I found there was enough leg room, 

and although it was a smaller aircraft, it still had  

an entertainment system with free headphones 

for the four-hour and 20-minute voyage (note 

that on the return flight they did not have 

an entertainment system, but I had plenty  

of viewing packed onto my iPad).

Unlike another airline (which shall remain 

nameless), the air hosts were happy to fill up  

my water bottle, rather than making me buy one, 

and we were provided with both a meal and a 

snack sandwich later on. These little things added 

up to a pleasant experience, especially when 

many other airlines have made me feel like cargo. 

Another option is Air Transat, which started direct 

flights from Montreal on Dec. 22, departing weekly 

on Wednesdays at 8 a.m. and taking roughly five 

and a half hours. Clearly, Canadians are catching 

on to this under-discovered country.
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To attract more tourists, El Salvador tourism has 

been investing in their infrastructure, including 

major upgrades to their international airport 

(which is a hub for Avianca, for those wanting 

to country hop) and their port (to receive more 

cruises), including plans to build more departure 

lounges and airplane slots, aiming to receive more 

than six million passengers per year.

Upon arrival, I waited in a short line at passport 

control, where I paid a US$10 visa fee (El Salvador 

uses the U.S. dollar as its currency), and was then 

driven along smooth highways (the roads range 

from “good” to “excellent”) to the Crowne 

Plaza Hotel. It was clean and comfortable, and  

the staff was friendly, earning a four and a half 

star rating on TripAdvisor, with elegant décor in 

the rooms and bathrooms, in hues of grey, beige, 

and dark brown. 

The hotel’s free WiFi worked well, and they 

delivered on their website’s promise of “fast and 

fresh” food, including papusas at the breakfast 

buffet (essentially a corn pancake filled with 

cheese and/or pork and beans), grilled fresh, 

along with an extremely efficient omelette station.

The Crown Plaza made for an ideal jumping off point 

for excursions, and many tourists use San Salvador as 

a home base, with numerous sightseeing experiences 

within 45 minutes of the city.

In fact, tourism people call El Salvador "the 

45-minute country" and the Minister of Tourism 

dubbed it the country of "short distances,” 

because everything is so close. Although  

El Salvador does have all-inclusives (mostly near 

the beach – also 45 minutes away from San 

Salvador), the trip I was on – a FAM organized by 

the tourism board – was designed with the cultural 

and eco-minded traveller in mind.

A prime example was our morning visit to 

the imposing San Salvador volcano. As an 

“older” volcano, it was covered in trees and 

other vegetation, shading the hiking paths as 

hummingbirds chirped all around. We visited three 

observation platforms, which gave us wonderful 

views of the city and more volcanoes in the 

distance. For those with mobility concerns, one 

platform was right at the parking lot and had  

a ramp, while the other two were a short hike of 

low difficulty away, easily managed by anyone 

free of movement impairments.

At the top of two of the observation stations, we 

looked down into the crater knows as El Boquerón, 

with its mini “volcanito” inside. One can actually 

hike all the way around the top of the volcano. It 

takes about four hours, though our guide said one 

group did it in two and a half. “They must have 

been Navy Seals,” he joked. “It was like a boot 

camp.” Hikes into the crater are another option.
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 While 

places like Costa Rica are well known 

to Canadians, for many, El Salvador 

remains off the beaten path. Guided 

by Alfredo Avalos of Explore El Salvador, 

we did a 30-minute hike up to viewing 

platforms atop of Cerro Verde, an 

extinct volcano now covered in a cloud 

forest sprinkled with yellow and purple 

flowers. We got amazing views of Santa 

Ana volcano and the stunning volcanic 

Lake Coatepeque. Our guide told us 

that during weekends and holidays 

the hikes and viewing platforms do 

get crowded with locals, but we were 

there on a weekday and had the place 

largely to ourselves.

 While direct 

flights from Canada to San Salvador 

are limited, they are available. Avianca 

flies direct from Toronto (just over four 

hours), and Air Transat started direct 

flights from Montreal on Dec. 22 (a five 

to 5.5 hour flight). San Salvador is also 

a hub for Avianca for those wanting  

to country hop.

 Over the 

course of the FAM, El Salvador was 

referred to as "the 45-minute country" 

and the Minister of Tourism called 

it the country of "short distances." 

"Everything is 45 minutes away from 

San Salvador, from Mayan ruins  

to volcanoes to surfing and beaches. 

Most people will use San Salvador as 

a home base, and do day trips from 

there," said PR representative Robert 

Einhorn. They do have their rush hour, 

"but it's not like Mexico City or L.A."

 

At the open air restaurant, Jardin 

de Celeste, with a beautiful flower 

garden to match its name, we drank 

local beers (Suprema was our guide’s 

favourite) and fruit juices (I had the 

jocote fruit smoothie), while feasting 

on steak with “salsa de tenquiques,” 

a special mushroom sauce that’s a 

local delicacy. For dessert I ordered 

the “quesadilla,” which is nothing like 

what you get in Mexico. It’s actually  

a cheesecake, but unlike anything  

we know here in Canada. Instead of  

a creamy dessert, it’s a sponge cake 

with cheese in it. Our group’s favourite 

local food was the papusa, a thick 

tortilla (essentially a corn pancake) 

stuffed with cheese (possibly pork and 

beans as well). 

 
 According to our guide, coffee 

is the second biggest export from El 

Salvador, and any Canadian who drinks 

coffee has probably had some brewed 

from beans grown in this country.  

It was an eye-opening experience as 

we saw the coffee-making process 

from beginning to end. We visited El 

Carmen State, which grows its own 

coffee, and processes the fruit from 

other growers – yes, coffee starts as 

a fruit, often referred to as cherries. 

Seeing the laborious process, from 

hand-picking to raking drying “beans” 

(they are actually seeds) in the sun, to 

men carrying around hundred pound 

bags and women sitting at a conveyer 

belt to pick out impurities, we all gained 

a new respect for our morning java.

He also pointed out a volcano in 

the distance, Ilopango, which last 

erupted in the 6th Century. Some 

now theorize that the cloud it created 

blocked out the sun and caused 

a major global cooling event that 

toppled civilizations (because of crop 

failures), and may have contributed 

to the Dark Ages.

Our authentic El Salvador experience 

continued during a coffee tour at 

El Carmen Estate, which featured 

numerous activities, including 

horseback riding, ATV tours, and a 

ropes course. People can do overnight 

stays on the picturesque grounds of 

the original plantation house, which  

is more than 100 years old and has now 

been converted into a sprawling bed 

and breakfast. 

We were there for the coffee tour, and 

none of us will never look at a cup of 

coffee the same way again. The estate 

grew its own crop, but also processed 

coffee from other plantations.  

We watched as a pick-up truck pulled 

in with several bags of ripe, red coffee 

fruit, ready to be weighed. We learned 

he was one of the many small
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growers in the country, relying on operations like 

this to get their crops to market.

Machines took care of some of the work, like 

separating the skin from the seed and the 

surrounding sugar-rich “mucous,” but overall, 

this is a very labour-intensive process. The fruit 

has to be hand-picked, the bags are dumped 

by hand, and after fermentation the seeds 

(conventionally called “beans” because they 

looked like lentils) are spread out over laid 

bricks to dry in the sun, then manually raked 

repeatedly. Women sit at a conveyor belt to 

pick out broken or misshapened beans (and 

other impurities) and men carry off the bags of 

beans, each of which can weigh around 100 

pounds. We, on the other hand, got to sit back  

and savour a cup of slow-drip coffee at the end.

Other cultural offerings included a visit to MARTE 

(El Salvador’s Museum of Art), where we saw 

a dark and playful exhibition of plastic guns, 

comic strip murals, and skeleton commuters – a 

commentary on the country’s history, as well as 

the historic centre of San Salvador, with its beautiful 

Metropolitan Cathedral, National Palace,  

and the hidden gem, the El Rosario Church.  

The latter felt like a hangar converted into a holy 

place by metal smiths, concrete layers, and glass 

makers. We closed with a beachside seafood 

dinner along the promenade at the Malécon 

del Puerto de la Libertad, which has seen a big 

investment from the government (the Minister  

of Tourism described it as his passion project). 

The seafood dinner and the live band were 

great, but for me, the surfers were uniquely 

El Salvadoran. The pitch black ocean was 

lit up with spotlights as more than a dozen 

young surfers skimmed along the small waves. 

El Salvador hosts numerous international 

competitions each year, and according to PR 

representative Robert Einhorn, 39 per cent of 

visitors come for the beach, including surfing.

“The most popular surf spots in the west are 

La Libertad, Playa El Tunco, Playa El Sunzal, 

and Playa El Zonte,” said Einhorn. “The ultimate 

waves in El Salvador are Punta Roca in the 

west, and Las Flores and Punta Mango in the 

east. Playa El Sunzal is known for its consistency  

and quality, and is probably the best place to 

learn how to surf, but also has a fast right beach 

break that experienced surfers love.”

If I didn’t already want to come back, the surf 

demonstration would’ve sold me. I definitely 

need a surf-cation.
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Check out some of the top headlines that caught the attention of our readers. Find 
daily national travel industry news updates on PAXnews.com, or PAXnewsWest.com for 
news from Western Canada.

A ROYAL REOPENING

AC DC

In true Sandals fashion, Sandals Royal Bahamian celebrated its grand reopening Nov. 
18 with a gala celebration. Bahamas Prime Minister Perry Christie and Jamaican Prime 
Minister Andrew Holness joined Sandals CEO Adam Stewart and Chairman Gordon 
‘Butch’ Stewart (pictured above) at the opening ceremonies, the culmination of a  
$4 million investment during a four-month renovation that included repairs to one  
of the resort’s pools, several rooms and upgrades to four of the on-site restaurants.

Air Canada and Destination Canada have 
entered into a major global partnership to 
market Canada to the world. According 
to Destination Canada, the three-year 
partnership, its first with a retail partner, 
“draws upon the complementary strengths 
of the two organizations,” and will see the 
two organizations collaborate on strategic 
marketing initiatives and events aimed at travel 
trade, consumer markets and the media.

ACV APPOINTMENT

Air Canada Vacations has appointed 
Francine Allen as brand manager, Sandals 
and Beaches Resorts. Allen has more than 
12 years of experience working with Sandals 
Resorts and Unique Vacations in varying 
capacities including marketing, sales  
and hotel operations.

KLOMPAS DEPARTS TRAVEL-
BRANDS, LANDS AT ACV

Bryan Klompas, TravelBrands’ executive 
vice-president of revenue management, 
has left the company. Klompas previously 
served with TravelBrands as senior executive 
vice-president of Sunquest, joining the 
company when it purchased Thomas Cook 
North America in 2013, where he worked  
in various roles since 1999. In December, Air 
Canada Vacations announced that Klompas 
had joined their team as their new senior 
director, payload and planning.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Manulife has launched its Premium 
Protection Plan, a brand new, simplified 
travel insurance product designed to boost 
sales for agents and increase confidence 
for consumers. Available exclusively through 
travel agents, the new plan has been in  
the market since Oct. 27 and is already 
receiving rave reviews.

TRAVCORP CHANGES

The Travel Corporation has announced 
three promotions within Lion World Travel,  
its adventure division in Africa. Lucille Sive has 
been promoted to CEO of its Africa division, 
former Contiki president Brad Ford is now 
president of Lion World Travel, and Leeann 
Phayre-Mallo is now Lion World's director, 
product and operations. In addition, Andrew 
Moore has been named the new president 
of Contiki Holidays Canada.

BOOKING.COM  
FOR AGENTS

TICO CHARGES

Booking.com has launched the initial test 
pilot of Booking.com for Travel Agents, the 
first iteration of a new platform “designed 
specifically with the unique needs of travel 
agents in mind, with a suite of “easy-to-
use tools that empower travel industry 
professionals to seamlessly make and 
manage accommodation reservations for 
their clients via Booking.com.”

Sherrill Denny pleaded guilty and was 
convicted of two counts of operating as a 
travel agent without registration. According 
to TICO, Denny was sentenced to a fine of 
$10,000 per count, plus Victim Surcharge 
Fees, for a total of $25,000, on both counts 
combined.

BLANCHARD TO SUNWING

Sunwing has appointed Nicole Blanchard as 
the company’s new business development 
manager for Atlantic Canada. Blanchard 
spent over a decade with Canjet Airlines 
and Canjet Vacations and will represent 
Sunwing in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, 
Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland/
Labrador.

news
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Sunwing officially launched its new Sunwing Café on-
board menu in partnership with Food Network Celebrity 
Chef Lynn Crawford, during a breakfast event including 
tastings of the new menu items. Pictured: Stephen 
Hunter, president & CEO, Sunwing Travel Group (centre 
left) with Chef Lynn Crawford and two members  
of Sunwing’s inflight team.

Transat invited trade partners to an intimate gathering 
in Toronto to officially unveil its new 2017 Europe 
collection. Of Transat: Robert Reed, director of 
national accounts; Lindsay Merrill, inside sales; Dan 
Prior, sales manager Ontario and Atlantic; Denise 
Heffron, VP – national sales & commercial; Mary 
Santonato, director – group sales; Erin Oddleifson, 
marketing director; Gilles Ringwald - vice-president, 
commercial; Steve Brown, inside sales.

Spain-based hotel chain Sercotel held a lunch 
event in Toronto ahead of a major expansion  
in Cuba, eager to draw Canadian clients to their 
properties in that most popular of winter travel 
destinations. Pictured: Carmen Yamely Aguilar, 
Sercotel Cuba; Allison Ferguson, marketing & 
PR director Canada, Seroctel/AviaReps; Javier 
Garro Arza, president – Latin America, Sercotel.

Following a strong 2016, Destination Quebec  
is looking ahead to another successful year, with 
2017 marked by a pair of milestones expected 
to continue that momentum. From left: Deborah 
Edwards, MC & IT, Destination Quebec; Juan Pablo 
Suarez, account director, Destination Quebec; 
Leonora Moncada, market manager, Alliance 
De L’Industrie Touristique Du Quebec; Gillian Hall, 
media relations, Destination Quebec.

Sunquest invited travel partners, suppliers and travel media to its Explorer 
Drive head office in Mississauga to unveil its new ‘Experiences’ product line 
and brochure. Pictured here are TravelBrands co-CEOs (from left) Enzo, Frank 
and Joe DeMarinis.

The Belize Tourism Board hosted about 50 travel 
agents in November showcasing nearly a dozen of 
the country’s hotels and resorts at Toronto's Novotel 
hotel. Of Belize Tourism Board: Althea Sebastian and 
Deborah Gilharry.

RIU Hotels & Resorts and Sunwing held their fourth 
annual holiday lunch event in Toronto, welcoming 
travel partners to celebrate another successful 
year while looking ahead to 2017. From left: Hugo 
Aguilera, director of business development & 
partner marketing – U.S. & Canada, RIU; Deanna 
Murphy, vice-president retail sales, Sunwing; Sergi 
Ruiz Piqué, VP business development, leisure & 
MICE North America, RIU Plaza Hotels; David Wright, 
director of sales – Ontario & Atlantic Canada, 
Sunwing.

Travel agents witnessed the ‘Evolution’ of Barcelo Hotel Group recently,  
as the hotel chain showcased its four new brands – namely Royal Hideaway, 
Barcelo, Occidental and Allegro – the result of the chain’s 2015 purchase  
of Occidental Hotels & Resorts. Of Barcelo (from left): Roberto Marty, sales and 
administration manager; Rick McCauley, senior director of sales & marketing and 
MICE – Canada; Tammy Thompson, business development manager – Ontario.
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Destination BC presented its 2017 plans to more than 175 regional members gathered 
at the Holiday Inn & Suites North Vancouver on November 4, for a half-day session that 
outlined new marketing strategies and initiatives.

The Maui Visitors and Convention Bureau and six of its members hosted Vancouver travel 
media to share news and new developments on all three of its islands – Maui, Lanai and 
Molokai. Pictured is Sherry Duong, executive director, Maui Visitors and Convention Bureau.

Collette welcomed about 40 travel professionals and media to Vancouver’s iconic 
Seasons in the Park restaurant for the launch of its 2017–18 worldwide travel guide. Of 
Collette: Doug Patterson, president, Canada; Lisa Elliott, reservations manager; Karen 
Craven, BDM, British Columbia.

The Ixtapa Zihuatanejo Convention & Visitors Bureau welcomed select Vancouver 
travel agents to breakfast at the False Creek Yacht Club in Vancouver, to learn more 
about this Pacific Coast destination that offers “One Trip, Two Paradises.” Pictured is Ana 
Guillermina Camarena Sahagun, promotion manager, Ixtapa Zihautanejo Convention 
& Visitors Bureau.

WESTJET YVR-YHM

WestJet will once again connect John C. Munro 
Hamilton International Airport with Vancouver 
International Airport in 2017. Service recommences 
Apr. 30, 2017 with four weekly flights on a Boeing 
737NG aircraft, moving to a daily flight from June 28 
to Sept. 7, and returning to four-time weekly flights 
until Oct. 27.

AC: YVR TO LGW, FRA

Air Canada will boost international flights at its 
Vancouver hub next summer with daily seasonal flights 
from YVR to Frankfurt, and three times weekly seasonal 
flights from YVR to London Gatwick. The new flights 
begin June 1, 2017 and June 8, 2017 respectively.

RM’S HARDIE HONOURED

Rocky Mountaineer’s vice-president of global sales 
Karen Hardie has been named one of Canada’s Most 
Powerful Women by the Women’s Executive Network. 
Hardie, who received the award in November is 
currently one of three women on Rocky Mountaineer’s 
executive team.

HK DEBUTS

Hong Kong Airlines has announced non-stop daily 
service between Hong Kong International Airport 
and Vancouver International Airport, starting  
on June 30, 2017. This year-round service marks the 
airline’s North American debut.

YVR HELPS OUT

Vancouver International Airport has become the 
first airport in Canada to implement a program that 
provides an expedited airport process for families 
and individuals living with autism, with the YVR Autism 
Access Sticker. The process is a collaboration between 
YVR and the Canucks Autism Network (CAN) which 
provides air travel resources to support individuals 
and families living with autism.



LA HABANA  •  VARADERO  •  CAYO SANTA MARÍA  •  CAYO GUILLERMO  •  CAYO COCO
CAYO LARGO DEL SUR   •  TRINIDAD Enjoy being a star

IBEROSTAR Bella Vista
Varadero, Matanzas

Follow in:

IBEROSTAR is proud to present its spectacular new 5 star hotel, which opened 
in march 2017. Situated in a tropical setting overlooking the famous Varadero 
Beach, the IBEROSTAR Bella Vista Varadero Hotel, is an elegant resort with 
facilities for families and independent adults. Standing among lush tropical 
vegetation this resort offers an authentic oasis of relaxation where you can 
enjoy the holiday of a lifetime.  

At IBEROSTAR
you take away feeling like a star
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LET YOUR BUSINESS TAKE OFF 
IN SHANGHAI.
Business travel has never been more comfortable with non-stop fl ights from Montreal to 
Shanghai aboard the 787 Dreamliner, available as of February 2017. Enjoy our award-winning, 
three-cabin service including next-generation, lie-fl at seats in International Business Class, 
a spacious Premium Economy class, and enhanced comforts in Economy Class.

Learn more at aircanada.com/agents
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